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Introduction
Overview
Challenge
With a single IP partnership, it
was not possible in data
centers in Ethernet-only
environments to address
complex scenarios, such as 3site replication, multiple Cloud
DRs and so on.
Solution
Support for multiple replication
partnerships over IP networks
is introduced in Spectrum
Virtualize release 8.4.2.0.
This feature enables native IP
replication to support usecases like 3-site replication,
multiple DR sites, cloud DR, and
so on.

IBM® Spectrum® Virtualize 8.4.2.0 introduces support for multiple replication
partnerships over IP network. This offering now makes it possible for
customers and storage administrators to configure up to three native IP
partnerships over IP network.
This white paper is about latest multiple replication partnerships support over
IP network in the IBM Spectrum Virtualize product. It is a solution to enable
disaster recovery (DR) by creating a copy of the data.
In case of a disaster, the application can recover from the DR copy. It provides a
detailed outlook on enabled customer use-cases. This includes for example, 3site replication, changes in administration model, configurations, and best
practices, troubleshooting, etc.

Need for multiple replication partnerships over an
IP network
IBM Spectrum virtualize initially came up with support for a single IP
partnership for replication that enabled one additional copy of data volumes
being replicated over IP networks. One of the primary restrictions was that
replication partnership instances were being limited to a single IP partnership.
To configure more than one instance of partnership for replication, customers
were required to set up Fibre Channel (FC) infrastructure along with Fibre
Channel over IP (FCIP) routers for connectivity over IP networks. As FC-based
replication partnership involves a gigantic monetary investment, in true sense
support for multiple partnerships for replication was not really enabled for midsegment customers and for customers with Ethernet-only environment such as
hybrid cloud and so on. Also, offerings like 3-site replication could not be
configured in an Ethernet-only environment because native IP replication
supported only a single partnership.
Support of multiple replication partnerships over IP network is pretty much the
need of the hour due to its flexibility in Ethernet-only environment and cost
effectiveness.
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Use cases enabled by multiple replication
partnerships over IP network
This section explains some of the major use cases that are enabled by multiple
IP partnerships support.

•

3-Site replication in Ethernet-only environments:
With multiple IP partnerships supported, 3-site replication is enabled
for Ethernet-only environments. All three sites can operate in the
Ethernet environment where the 3-site replication solution is
deployed. For 3-site replication solution, it is also possible to support
a mix of network configurations, that is, primary-AuxNear sites have
FC partnerships, whereas primary-AuxFar and AuxNear-AuxFar sites
have IP partnerships.

•

Multiple disaster recovery (DR) sites

This solution enables setting up multiple DR sites where data volume
copies are maintained by replication partnerships over IP networks.
•

Hybrid cloud
This solution enables a hybrid-cloud model, where the primary data
center is located in an on-premises environment and DR data centers
are in multiple cloud vendor sites

•

Cross-cloud replication
Moving to multiple public clouds has become easy because multiple
IP partnerships enabled a seamless way to synchronize data across
multiple cloud providers
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What has changed?
Changes in a glance
Remote copy port groups

“Change is the only constant”, says Heraclitus. Changes in IP partnership
schema can now replace remote copy port groups with portsets.

• Remote copy port group
concept is removed.

Remote copy port groups are no longer present

Portsets
• Portsets replace remote copy
port groups.
• Portset is a logical grouping of
IP addresses configured for a
specific functionality (such as
data replication, host
attachment, or iSCSI
virtualization).
Migration
• IP addresses from remote
copy port group 1 will be
associated with replication
portset 1 post upgrade.
• IP addresses from remote
copy port group 2 will be
associated with replication
portset 2 after upgrade.
• It is possible to create
additional replication portsets.

Originally, to enable IP replication feature to identify wide area network (WAN)
links, the remote copy port group concept was introduced. All IP addresses
connected with the same WAN link were marked with identical remote copy
port group. For example, all IP addresses connected with a WAN link, say 1,
were used to be marked with remote copy port group 1. Similarly, all IP
addresses connected with another WAN link, say 2, were associated with
remote copy port group 2.

Portset
A portset is a group of IP addresses clubbed together to serve a specific
functionality, such as replication, host attachment, backend storage, and so on.

A replication portset is a group of IP addresses that have connectivity with the
same WAN link. With the multiple IP partnerships support, a partnership needs
to have at least one WAN link defined with a portset.

Important: Remote copy port groups are now represented by link
options such as -link1 and -link2. These options are mapped to portsets
(of type replication) as per user’s input. These options are thus used to
map ports to portsets to connect to the corresponding WAN link. WAN
link1 is designated by -link1 and WAN link2 by -link2.
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Supported configurations
This section provides a brief idea about the configurations that can be
implemented while setting up the IP replication.

Dual IP partnership without sharing an I/O group
Partnership-AB Link 1
Partnership-AB Link 2
Partnership-AC Link 1

•

If it is not possible to use
different Ethernet ports on
same node, then sharing of
Ethernet ports across
partnerships is also allowed.
Although it is not
recommended as the port
bandwidth will be shared
across different partnerships
and affect replication
performance.
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Figure 1. Dual IP partnership with no I/O group sharing

The configuration in Figure 1 demonstrates dual IP partnership with dedicated
I/O group and a dual-redundant WAN link per partnership. The dual I/O group
Spectrum Virtualize system at site A is connected with two single I/O group
Spectrum Virtualize systems at site B and site C respectively.
Each portset has a separate single IP address on primary (site A) and secondary
sites (site B and C). This configuration uses a single I/O group at each site for a
partnership and thus enables two simultaneous IP replication sessions per
partnership. If any Ethernet port or node fails, the associated connection would
also fail with the loss of half the bandwidth for the associated partnership. It is
also possible to avoid loss of half bandwidth by adding a standby port to the
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active portset from a different node. In cases where only one Ethernet port is
being used per node either as standby or as an active port across partnerships,
however, this will double the number of required I/O groups.

Important: A portset ID can be any number ranging from 0 to 63; except
portset ID 0 (reserved for host attach functionality) and portset ID 3 (reserved
for backend storage functionality). There is no restriction to use an identical
portset ID on primary and secondary sites. For example, in Figure 1, the port
from portset 6 site A and the port from portset 8 site B are connected using
same inter-site link, say Partnership-AC Link1

Dual IP partnerships sharing an I/O group
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Figure 2. Dual IP partnership with a shared I/O group

Figure 2 demonstrates the dual IP partnership with a shared I/O group and
dual-redundant WAN link per partnership. Single I/O group Spectrum
Virtualize system at site A is connected with two single I/O group systems at
site B and site C respectively.
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Each portset has a separate single IP address on the primary site (A) and the
secondary sites (B and C). This configuration enables two simultaneous IP
replication sessions per partnership; however, nodes are shared across
partnerships. For example, Node A1 from Site A is being used for two
different partnerships. If any Ethernet port or node fails, the associated
connections would also fail with the loss of half the bandwidth for the
associated partnerships. For example, if Node A1 from Site A fails, then
Partnership-AB and Partnership-AC would experience loss of half the
bandwidth.

Dual IP partnership sharing I/O group and Ethernet port
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Figure 3. Dual IP partnership with shared I/O group and shared Ethernet port

Figure 3 demonstrates a dual IP partnership with shared I/O group, shared
Ethernet ports and single redundant WAN link shared between two IP
partnerships. Single I/O group Spectrum Virtualize system at site A is
connected with two other single I/O Spectrum Virtualize system at site B and
site C using redundant WAN link.
Link1 for Partnership-AB and Partnership-AC is physically the same, but it is
shown two times just to connect logically two different Spectrum Virtualize
systems and for simplicity of diagram (same is applicable to Link2 for both
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partnerships). Though Partnership-AB and Partnership-AC are sharing same
Ethernet port, it is possible to use different portsets for Partnership-AB Link1
and Partnership-AC Link1. In this configuration, each portset has a separate
single IP address on the primary (Site A) and secondary sites (Site B and Site
C). This configuration enables two simultaneous IP replication sessions per
partnership; however, nodes and even Ethernet ports are shared across
partnerships. For example, Node A1 and the port from portset6 from Site A is
being used for two different partnerships. If any Ethernet port or node fails,
the associated connections would also fail with the loss of half the
bandwidth for the associated partnerships. For example, if Node A1 or the
port from portset6 from Site A fails, then Partnership-AB and Partnership-AC
would experience loss of half the bandwidth.

Newly introduced commands
IP partnership configuration
In broader view, the IP
partnership configuration steps
remain unchanged.
Portsets creation is mandatory
and the mkportset command
facilitates users in performing
the same.

Commands to facilitate Ethernet administration, have significantly changed in
release 8.4.2.0. In this release, users must create portsets before IP
configuration. After portset creation, users can configure IP addresses on
Ethernet ports associating with desired portset based on Ethernet functionality
required. To facilitate it, few old commands are updated, few are deprecated,
and few are added newly. Following list explains all.

•

IP addresses: lsportip, cfgportip and rmportip are deprecated
now. Users can use mkip, lsip, and rmip commands to configure and
manage the IP addresses.

•

portsets: mkportset, lsportset, and chportset commands will
help users to create and manage the portsets.

•

Ethernet ports: To manage attributes of Ethernet ports,
lsportethernet and chportethernet are newly introduced.

•

IP partnerships: mkippartnership and chpartnership are
changed to consider portset options as WAN links. Output of
lspartnership has now changed.

lsportip is deprecated now in the current release. Similar information about
Ethernet ports is available in two different commands, lsip and
lsportethernet. The lsip command, without any parameter, provides a
concise view of all IP addresses available for host, replication, and storage
connectivity purposes. lsportethernet, without any parameter, provides a
concise view, containing port attribute of each Ethernet port present on each
node in the system.

The mkportset and mkip commands are used to prepare a system to
participate in IP partnership (or multiple IP partnerships). The same set of
commands are used to configure iSCSI interface for the system as well. After IP
addresses, portsets and Ethernet ports are configured with the required
8
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information, the same could be reviewed and edited using, lsportset,
chportset, chportethernet and lsip commands. The mkippartnership
command is updated in a sense that it is mandatory to specify at least one
portset as partnership link. A partnership once created can be reviewed and, if
required, relevant changes could be made with help of lspartnership and
chpartnership commands. The lspartnership command has become
more informative such that now it provides additional information about the IP
addresses that are actively used in each IP partnership. In the following
sections, you can see that these IP addresses correspond to the respective
portsets that are used while creating the IP partnership.

Setting up an IP partnership
IP partnership requirements
IP partnership creation
The mkippartnership
command must be provided
with at most one portset per
WAN link.
Each IP partnership can have at
least one and at most two WAN
links.
Ideally each IP partnership
should have two WAN links.
Gateway requirement
If an IP partnership is being
deployed in local area network
(LAN), gateway IP address need
not be configured.

In general, the configuration steps for IP replication essentially remain as is. It
can be described in following steps:
1. Identify the systems which will participate in IP replication.
2. Identify the Ethernet ports on each system which has connectivity with
WAN links.
3. Configure these Ethernet ports with IP addresses.
4. Run IP replication enablement commands in each of the participating
systems.
In addition to these steps, in the newer implementation, user must also create
portsets. Then, users should assign the configured IP addresses to the relevant
portsets. Finally, the portsets should be supplied to the command that enables
IP partnership.
The following section provides a detailed step-by-step approach for IP
partnership configuration:
1. Create portsets.
Portsets can be compared with remote copy port groups of the
previous implementation. Portsets have application for other purposes
as well, such as host attach and iSCSI virtualization and so on.
Fresh Spectrum Virtualize systems with 8.4.2.x and upgraded
Spectrum Virtualize systems to 8.4.2.x get pre-created portsets with
portset ID 0, 1, 2, and 3 by default. For Spectrum Virtualize systems
upgraded to 8.4.2.x, if IP addresses were configured with remote copy
port groups, then all such IP addresses will be mapped to portset IDs 1
and 2 accordingly. However, depending on the technical needs,
additional replication portsets can be created using mkportset
command.
If thought closely, portsets also defend users against possible human
error. If a portset is configured for the host-attach functionality and if a
9
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user tries to specify it for IP partnership configuration, command will
result in failure stating the host-attach portset cannot be used for IP
replication partnership. What it means for user is, IP addresses which
might not have correct connectivity will be prevented from incorrectly
being used in IP partnership and save storage administrator’s time and
effort later on needed to debug the connectivity issue. This can also
help you in isolating a specific type of traffic from the other, which may
result in isolating performance as well.
The -type option defines the purpose of creating the portset. This
option should be set to replication if the portset is planned to be
used for IP replication.
The following mkportset command creates a portset, named rep1 of
type replication.
# svctask mkportset -name rep1 -type replication
2. Configure IP addresses.
Using a command to configure an IP address has become precise.
Along with creating an IP address, it also assigns the relevant portset to
it. So, in a single action, you can configure IP addresses and define their
intended usage as well. It has also become simpler than earlier; now
users can use the same options to configure IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.
The mkip command (in the following example) configures an IPv4 type
address on port id 2 of node2 and assigns it to a portset with name
rep1. This is the same portset that has been created earlier. rep1 is of
type replication. It means users intend to use it for IP replication.
# svctask mkip -node node2 -port 2 -portset rep1 -ip
192.168.47.216 -prefix 23
Note: Gateway for routable IP addresses can be specified using the gw option in the mkip command.
3. Create an IP partnership.
Creating an IP partnership has been of great benefit, especially with
the use of portsets. Users can now better manage their IP replication
infrastructure with portsets. Users can configure an IP partnership to
use a specific port and, in that manner, plan the load distribution in the
first place.
The command takes two new options -link1 and -link2. Users
should provide an individual portset to each of these two options. Each
of these options refers to an inter-site WAN link. Users can provide a
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maximum of two links per partnership. The IP addresses mapped to
the portsets must be connected to either of the two WAN links. It is
advisable to provide two portsets corresponding to each of the link
options. A partnership could also be created with a single link option,
but it must trade that off with high availability (HA). The
mkippartnership command (in the following example) uses a single
portset created earlier.
# svctask mkippartnership -type ipv4 -clusterip
192.168.47.19 -linkbandwidthmbits 1000 backgroundcopyrate 100 -link1 rep1
Following screen captures exhibit a walkthrough of the Spectrum Virtualize GUI
and explain the configuration steps for creating an IP partnership.
1. Click Copy Services → Create Partnership.

Figure 4. Creating a partnership

2. Select the type of partnership. In this example, the 2-site
partnership option is used. The other option can be selected if
user requires to configure a 3-site replication solution.

Figure 5. 2-site partnership
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3. Select “IP” as the type and enter the IP address in the Partner IP
Address field.

Figure 6. Type and partner IP address

4. Click Select a portset for Portset Link 1

Figure 7. Portset Link 1

5. Select a portset for Link 1. In this example, portset1 is selected for
Link 1 out of the two configured portsets.
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Figure 8. portset1 is selected for Link1

6. Select portset2 for Link2.

Figure 9. portset2 is selected for Link2
7. The first system is now configured for IP partnership. Perform a
similar procedure for the remote system as well. It can be
observed that IP partnership status changes to the Fully
Configured state.
Note: In the GUI view, as shown in the following figure, the fully
configured system is shown as Configured. However, in
lspartnership view, it is shown as Fully Configured
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Figure 10. IP partnership in Fully Configured state

A Spectrum Virtualize system can participate in a maximum of three IP
partnerships. All of them can be of type IP or FC or a mix of FC and IP. In any
case, the IP partnership configuration procedure remains the same. The most
important part is to follow the supported configurations and use the portsets to
get the required results.

Admin assistance
This section helps users to understand the modified output of an existing
lspartnership command and the additional debug information included
with error code 2020. This is required for preliminary debug in case of any
issue with the IP partnership.
This section lists a few more changes to IP partnership attributes needed to
debug issues.

svcinfo lspartnership
After configuring an IP partnership with a remote system, you can list the
partnership details using the lspartnership command. This command
displays additional information about link portsets and IP identifier mapped
to each WAN link used for a particular partnership.

Figure 11. lspartnership command output

As shown in Figure 11, it is easy to know that the partnership is configured
with a single WAN link i.e. link1. Portset1 is mapped to it. In order to
figure out the IP addresses selected for this partnership, you need to
consider the IP identifier mapped to it. In this case, it is shown by
link1_ip_id and its value is 0. To view the IP address, refer to the output
of the lsip command. As per Figure 12, this IP address is 192.168.47.5.
It can be concluded that the partnership uses portset1 and IP address
192.168.47.5 is selected for Link1.
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Figure 12. lsip command output

Note: The not_present status refers to a stalled replication, which is not a
preferred state of IP partnership.

In the previous example, a single partnership is configured with one
link, that is, link1.
For link1, portset1 is being used. In this case, the link1_ip_id field
contains 0. Looking at the output of the lsip command, id 0 represents
the IP 192.168.47.5

Error code 2020
This error can occur when a remote copy link is unavailable. You can
configure a maximum of three partnerships from a Spectrum Virtualize
system. There are three node errors 889, 890, and 891 corresponding to the
three partnerships. All three node errors are mapped to the same error code
2020. To figure out the remote partnership ID for which the error is reported,
you need to look at the Node Error Data field in properties and sense data of
the reported event.

Figure 13. Error code 2020 in GUI event logs

In the following example, there is one partnership configured and error code
2020 is reported.

Figure 14. Properties and sense data for event 889
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Figure 15 shows the directed maintenance procedure (DMP) information
for the error.

Figure 15. Directed maintenance procedure (DMP) for the error

Here you can find details about the local node which got the error, its local
port that is used for the partnership, and the details of the remote system to
which it got partnered with.
There can be multiple reasons for this error, including:
•
•
•

A firewall or a switch has not been properly configured to enable
communication over port 3265
An external system is blocking access to port 3265
Possible LAN issues such as cable, switch, and so on

I/O stats for IP partnerships
Even though the total number of IP partnerships are increased, as of now we
have only the aggregated I/O stats view.

XML I/O statistics for IP partnership
Refer to the XML statistics for an IP Partnership port table in IBM
Documentation to find details about it.

lssystemstats
Find more details about the lssystemstats command in IBM
Documentation.
Note: In this release, all counters will contain aggregated values of all
configured IP partnerships as displayed by lspartnership command.
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Important keywords
Data path IPs
These are IP addresses
configured on Ethernet ports
using mkip or cfgportip (for
IBM Spectrum virtualize pre8.4.2.0 releases) for host
attach, backend storage, or IP
replication connectivity.
Cluster IP
This is a management IP
address for accessing and
performing management
actions on IBM Spectrum
Virtualize.
Active link
These are active data path IP
addresses used for IP
replication connectivity.
Active port
It is an Ethernet port used for
active link.
Backup data path IP
These are standby data path IP
addresses for specific
connectivity. These are used
only when the active link/port is
down or inactive.
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Troubleshooting and general guidelines to configure
IP partnerships
This section briefly describes validation steps and general guidelines to
configure IP partnerships on IBM Spectrum Virtualize with some
troubleshooting tips.

Validate your configuration
Perform the following steps to validate your IP partnership configuration:
1.

Ensure that lspartnership displays all data as earlier specified in
mkippartnership command.
The output of lspartnership command shows a lot of information
about replication partnership’s attributes. In Figure 16, the link2
attribute is completely blank. This is because the mkippartnership
command was specified only with –link1 option.
Once IP partnership is formed, if due to some issue in the system or the
infrastructure there is no operational port in portset12, then the
partnership would be in the “not_present” state and the data
replication over IP network will be stopped.
Figure 16 shows three IP partnerships and all the partnerships are
configured with a single WAN link denoted by link1. Note that link2
is blank for all three partnerships. This means that the IP replication
traffic for all three partnerships will flow over the same WAN link, link1.
In other words, this means that the WAN link is shared by all three IP
partnerships. Note that IP identifier 6 (refer to link1_ip_id) is selected
for all IP partnerships because it is associated with portset12.
Matching number 6 with the lsip command output, you can see that the
IP address is configured on port_id 2 of node1.
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Figure 16. lsip and lsportethernet command output

In this case, all IP partnerships are sharing the same WAN link,
transferring data through a single physical port, port_id 2.
2. Ensure that all IP addresses associated with the link1 portset on the
primary Spectrum Virtualize system are connected with all IP
addresses associated with the link1 portset on the secondary
Spectrum Virtualize system. Same is applicable for the IP addresses in
the link2 portset (if configured).
3. Ensure that the backup data path IP addresses for a partnership are
not set on the nodes with any active link for the same partnership.
4. Ensure that the backup data path IP addresses for the link1 and
link2 portsets are configured correctly. Active and backup data path
IP addresses for link1 and link2 portsets for the same partnership
should not be configured on the same node. Separate nodes or I/O
groups should be used for configuring backup data path IP addresses
for the same partnership.
5. Same port and same portset cannot be used for multiple IP
partnerships with a combination of IPv4 and IPv6 IP addresses. If the
same physical port and WAN link must be used for multiple
partnerships with combination of IPv4 and IPv6 then different portsets
should be used.
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Why IP partnership is in the “not_present” state?
There could be multiple reasons for an IP partnership to be in “not_present”
state, which means stopped replication services. The following list provides a
couple of possible reasons:
•

Look for alerts, warnings or errors under lseventlog command or
click Monitoring and then click Events in the GUI.
-

If error code 2020 is observed, that would mean data path IP
addresses are unreachable. You need to click Run Fix in the cluster
GUI to find the procedure to fix the event as indicated in Figure 14.
Tip: Check the connectivity using the svctask ping command:
For IPv4:
# svctask ping -srcip4 <source_ip> <destination_ip>
For IPv6:
# svctask ping6 -srcip6 <source_ip> <destination_ip>

•

-

If ping between data path IP addresses does not work, refer to
section Error code 2020 under Admin assistance.

-

If error code 2021 is observed it would mean cluster IP addresses
are unreachable, follow its run fix procedure through cluster GUI
to fix the event.
Tip: Check the connectivity using the svctask ping command.

-

If error code 2022 is observed, then that would mean
authentication misconfiguration. Follow its run fix procedure
through cluster GUI to fix the event.
Tip: Chapsecret of primary Spectrum Virtualize system as
displayed by svctask lssystem command should match the
auxiliary Spectrum Virtualize system’s chapsecret in
lspartnership command view. Similar setup must be observed
for auxiliary and primary systems.

Possible misconfigurations can also be the reason of “not_present”
state.
-

Mismatch of -link1 and -link2 parameters at both ends: Both
primary and secondary clusters should have identical parameters
specified for the mkippartnership command. Although values
for those parameters may differ.

-

Separate nodes or I/O groups should be configured for separate
replication portsets. For example, if Portset1 is configured on
node1 IOgrp0, then Portset2 should be configured on node2
IOgrp0 or node3/node4 IOgrp1. Also, a backup port of the
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same partnership should not be configured on a node catering an
active link to the same partnership. Refer to Dual IP partnership
without sharing an I/O group section.
-

Data IP addresses for Link1 or Link2 on both Spectrum Virtualize
systems must belong to the same VLAN and same subnet
throughout.

Why did the mkippartnership command fail?
IP partnership configuration setup can fail for variety of reasons as mentioned
in the following list:
•

Spectrum Virtualize system with code level 8.4.2.0 or later can have
only one out of three partnerships with another Spectrum Virtualize
system which is at pre-8.4.2.0 code level. If IP partnership
configuration is attempted with more such systems, then
mkippartnership command will fail on the primary system
Error displayed for failure: CMMVC9657E The command failed
because only a single IP partnership is allowed with remote systems at
software version prior to 8.4.1.0

•

Portsets and the associated IP addresses must be configured before
attempting IP partnership configuration by mkippartnership command.
Error displayed for failure: CMMVC9742E Empty portset is not
allowed

•

Cluster IP addresses and data IP addresses should all be either IPv6 or
IPv4 for the mkippartnership command to work.
Error displayed for failure: CMMVC6323E The command has failed
because the IPv6 address is not valid
Error displayed for failure: CMMVC8372E Unable to set up Remote
Copy data paths with partner due to unavailability of matching Remote
Copy port groups

Upgrade to release 8.4.2.0 or later
•

•

During upgrade from pre-8.4.2.0 build, only one IP per node per
remote copy port group is allowed. That is, Node1 can have a
maximum of one IP with remote copy port group id 1 and similar is
applicable for remote copy port group id 2.
Either IPv6 or IPv4 should be configured on a node in a RC group,
before upgrading from pre-8.4.2.0 release to 8.4.2.0 or later release.
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Guidelines for replication portset
A replication portset has the following policies:
• Maximum one IP per node can be associated with a particular portset.
This makes eight IP addresses per system which can be clubbed in one
replication portset.
• Same IP addresses can be shared among different portset types. That
is, IP1 which is originally associated with a host attach type portset 0,
can also be shared with a replication type portset 1.
• A replication portset cannot be associated with IP addresses of type
IPv4 and IPv6 both. For example, replication portset 1 cannot have
both IPv4 and IPv6 type of IP addresses.
• Sharing of replication portset across IP partnerships is not
recommended.

Summary
The support of multiple replication partnerships over IP network enables threesite replication in Ethernet-only data centers and fits well in a cloud DR
solution. Also, evidently it is quite cost-effective due to ease of application in
Ethernet-only environments. Not to mention, absence of FCIP routers makes
this solution more economic.

Get more information
To learn more about Spectrum Virtualize product contact your IBM
representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the following resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lssystemstats
XML IO Statistics
IP replication redbook
Configuring IP Replication
3-site Replication
Cloud DR link
Spectrum Virtualize 8.4.2.0 release notes
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